
GEORGE BAND

Three Climbs in Corsica

(Plates 39, 40)

I t was Willy Van Tellingen, a geologist, who first captivated me with the
charm of Corsica, that scrub-covered granite island thrust up through

the waters of the Mediterranean. I heard tell of a yachtsman, approaching
through a thick coastal mist, who sniffed the scented wild herbs of the
maquis before he ever saw the landfall. Willy's professor at Amsterdam
used to assign each of his PhD students a few square miles of the island,
leave them alone for two months, and then come out to examine them on
their findings. Now in retirement, Willy has returned to pursue his profes
sion as a hobby, using the latest radioactive dating techniques to address
problems unsolved in his original thesis.

On the first of my five visits to the island we stayed in the tall shuttered
house of an expatriate English writer. It was in a small hillside village just
behind the Catholic church whose imposing fa<;:ade overlooked the great
sweep of the Bay of Calvi with its citadel where, according to local tradi
tion, Columbus was born and where, two centuries ago in 1774, Nelson
lost the sight of his famous eye, pierced by a splinter from a cannon-ball
during the siege of Calvi.

The second time, we rented 'La Bergerie', a little stone-built house sur
rounded by vineyards, ancient olives and fruit trees on the coastal slopes.
With the combination of French cuisine, local wine, fresh fruit and honey,
we were hooked. As we sat in the shade of a mimosa tree, sipping our
breakfast orange juice, an aged aircraft circling slowly above would sud
denly eject a dozen tiny dots which blossomed into the parachutes of train
ees from the nearby garrison of the Foreign Legion. In the evenings as
they strolled off-duty in twos and threes through the streets of Calvi in
their smart caps and beige uniforms, they added a Beau Geste atmosphere
to the town. They were a reassuring counter to the very occasional terror
ist incidents one read about in the press.

In July 1994 we rented La Bergerie again and invited friends to join us
on all or part of the GR20, one of the best and technically most difficult of
the 'Sentiers de Grande Randonnee', which follows the crest of the moun
tain chain forming the watershed almost the entire length of the island
from Calanzana, near Calvi, in the north-west for 240km to Conca in the
south-east. I was particularly attracted by three peaks, between 2000m and
2600m high, in the northern, most rugged part of the range: Paglia Orba,
Capo Tafonato and Cinque Frati.
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All three were climbed in a remarkable week in April 1909 by the Finch
brothers, George and Maxwell, with their Norwegian friend Alf Bryn. They
were then students in Zurich and chose Corsica as an ideal training ground
for Himalayan exploration. In the Alps, a mistake or omission in food or
equipment could be remedied by a quick dash to the valley, but in Corsica
it would be necessary, as for a Himalayan expedition, to plan every detail
in advance, and from the base onwards to rely entirely on their own re
sources. Their ascent of Paglia Orba by the NE face has become a classic
of Corsican mountaineering. George Finch went on to reach over 27,000ft
on Everest in 1922. As an experimental scientist, he pioneered the use of
oxygen at high altitude and, rejecting the Norfolk jacket style Alpine cloth
ing issued to the team, designed his own jacket from balloon cloth with a
quilted lining filled with eider down - the prototype of today's duvet. Finch
devoted a chapter to his Corsican climbs in The Making of a Mountaineer.

We chose to repeat their Paglia Orba route first. The key is the Vire Finch
which is a ledge slanting across the otherwise sheer and vertical upper third
of the NE face.In April, from their campsite across the valley near the Grotte
des Anges, they could clearly see the ledge etched by the residual winter
snow. The principal difficulty was to reach the lower northern end of the
ledge; its far end joined the upper part of the SE ridge which led to the
summit. To avoid losing altitude by having to descend into the valley, we
chose a different route of approach which enabled us to stay overnight in
the comfortable Refuge Mori, a gentle three-hour walk up from where we
left our car at the horseshoe bend of the Fer aCheval at Verghio. Unpack
ing our provisions at the hut, I was unable to find the half-bottle of 'Fa
mous Grouse' we had intended for a nightcap. The guardian, observing
my distress, disappeared into his private room and emerged to present us,
much to our astonishment, with a quarter-full bottle of Scotch which some
one had left behind. We slept well!

Leaving the hut next morning shortly after dawn, we contoured eastwards
round the southern side of Paglia Orba. We crossed over the Foggiale
shoulder and skirted beneath a series of confusing ridges descending from
the summit. A peregrine dived towards two wild goats nibbling tussocks
far below. Morning mist swirled round about us. It was difficult to discern
the start of our route. According to our abridged English guidebook, we
had first to cross over the SE ridge at a gap dominated by a large rock
resemblirIg the Sphinx. As the mists drifted and dissolved round the rock
towers there seemed to be Sphinxes everywhere. We paused at a gap on
one prominent ridge beyond which the main face seemed sheer into the
distance. The Finch route must surely take this ridge, but we were uncertain.
We decided to try climbing it anyway - a succession of towers with short
sections of scrambling in between. Some towers we climbed direct, on
others we took a line to the left.

We climbed as two pairs. I was roped to Dave Atchison, the youngest
and fittest, who took the lead. Mike Westmacott and Peter Newman



Left
39. Contorted rock on the SE ridge of

Paglia Orba. (George Band) (p131)

Below
40. The crenate ridge of Capo Tafonato.

Note the famous hole which some
times resembles a patch of snow.
(George Band) (p131)
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followed. The rock was generally good, coarse crystals of contorted
porphyry. On one particularly exposed pitch - a rising traverse to the left
Dave spotted several pitons, so we were on somebody's route. It seemed
quite difficult to me, well up in grade IV and harder than anything we had
expected to find on the Finch route. Mike, our veteran of 69 years leading
the second rope, admitted that he would have been loth to tackle it had not
Dave already succeeded. Higher up, a vertical open corner seemed just as
hard, particularly as I did not climb it very neatly and appreciated the
reassurance of a tight rope.

Above us reared a vertical tower overhanging slightly at its base. It was
composed of entirely different rock: a dark brown, almost black, chunky
agglomerate with shallow depressions formed as if by a giant ice-cream
scoop. It looked barely possible for anyone to move up from one scoop to
the next; certainly not for me. The wall round to the right seemed equally
unclimbable. Were we defeated? Could we even get off the ridge? I had no
intention of reversing the previous pitches. What had other parties done at
this point? Climbing down a few feet to the left, I spotted a tiny cairn; it
was the key to an escape route down a gully to the screes below. Safely
down, we looked back up at the succession of towers still to be climbed.
Dejectedly, we worked back across to the Foggiale shoulder where we could
see a sequence of cracks and chimneys leading more easily to the top. To
restore our shattered pride, we took them and by 4pm we had reached the
summit.

Great clouds were welling up from the west, obscuring the black outline
of the Grande Barriere to the north which hid the Cirque de la Solitude,
the most awe-inspiring part of the GR20. A wall creeper flew by, flicking
its bright red wing patches. Dave descended a few feet and peered over the
precipice of the E face. 'I can see where the Finch route started,' he said.
'By the side of that stream bed - not really a ridge at all. We didn't go
nearly far enough around; we must have been on the south-east ridge.'

Back at our base we consulted the detailed French guidebook and
confirmed that we had indeed climbed a large part of the SE ridge. We had
been defeated - like most other parties - by the Tour Popoff, named in
honour of a Latvian geologist who had made a special study of its curious
pockmarks, or tafoni. Although the ridge was first climbed in 1932, the
Tour Popoff was not scaled direct until 1962 by Kurt Diemberger.

As we descended by the normal route, on the western side, tO,the Col des
Maures, we came face to face with the crenate ridge of the Capo Tafonato,
first traversed by the Finch trio during their great week in April 1909, five
years after the first ascent of its highest northern summit by Professor von
Cube, one of the pioneers of Corsican mountaineering. It is a most striking
peak, comprising a thin wedge of porphyry, oriented north-south, about
200m high and 600m in length. Astonishingly, at mid-height it is pierced
by a huge crescent window some 20m across. Seen from afar, the hole
with clouds behind it can easily be mistaken for a patch of winter snow.
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The peak is a very popular and easy climb by a series of ledges slanting
up from the col and skirting along the 'window sill' and around the north
ridge, from where a short slab leads to the summit. We planned to do it the
next day and it proved a delightful excursion after our exertions on Paglia
Orba. We should have continued with the traverse, which involved a long
rappel at the south end, but I felt lethargic and probably influenced my
companions to agree that the exiguous north summit was sufficient. We
lay there on a tangle of rope, basking in the sunshine. On the western
slopes far below, the shadow of our peak was pierced by a shaft of sunlight
shining through the crescent window. To the east we could just discern
two climbers we had met earlier at the hut but who were now wedged
securely in a shadowed vertical groove on the precipitous NW face of Paglia
Orba. They were on Surella d'Irlanda, a grade VI route first climbed in 1980.
We had the easy option, descending to our favourite plunge pool above the
pine forest and the Cascade de Radule, and then under ominous lightning
and thunder clouds just reaching our car as the first heavy raindrops
splattered down.

A few days later, Hamish Nicol had completed his main objective of the
holiday - walking the whole of the GR20 - and was ready for a final climb.
We were now five. What could be more appropriate than the third of the
Finch routes, the traverse of the Cinque Frati, a series of rock towers to the
south of Monte Albano, resembling cowled monks in prayer, seen clearly
in profile across the valley from Paglia Orba? This time, after a brief recce,
we bivouacked by the riverside in the pinewoods by the Bergerie de Melarie.
There were no sheep, but several wild pigs foraged amongst the pine cones.
We were in position early, so we relaxed and bathed and read or lay on our
backs on fallen tree-trunks, binoculars at hand, eyes searching the pine
branches for a sight of the elusive Corsican nuthatch, unique to the island
and distinguished from the normal species by a conspicuous white stripe
above the eye. A golden eagle soared overhead as our spaghetti was cooking.
We dined with a liberal ration of Scotch and turned in early. I lay in my
sleeping-bag writing my diary to the sound of Hamish's snores.

Breakfast was enlivened by Peter proffering a bloody hand to Hamish,
our doctor, for treatment. He had woken abruptly after midnight with the
shock of finding his fingers in a pig's mouth! The pig was doubtless equally
shocked. We hoped rabies would not develop before we were safely off the
mountain.

We set off at 6.30am up a maquis-coveredravine to the base of the first of
the Frati, following the bed of the gully to avoid the more impenetrable
vegetation. Like taking snuff, one could pinch the leaves of wild thyme
and rosemary and enjoy a noseful of scent. Having come up on the SW
side, it took us 2112 hours to reach the roping-up point; once there, we
realised we could probably have come more quickly up the SE slopes directly
above the village of Calasima. I had taken notes from the French guidebook
so, as instructed, encouraged Dave to lead up a long couloir, well visible
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from Calasima. It took him some time to get launched, so the other three,
roped up and impatient to get going, selected a gully to the left. We didn't
meet again until after the first summit; they got there first, but Hamish and
I both insist we were on the correct route! At least ours followed the
description rather well, avoiding an overhanging wall at mid-point by going
up left and then back right by a tricky out-of-balance move. I was glad
Dave was leading. The second tower was straightforward, and we roped
down into the gap between it and the third Frati. This gave delightful
climbing on compact slabs. At the same time we could see storm-clouds
gathering from the west, with just an occasional few drops of rain. If the
slabs became wet and slippery we would have to take especial care. The
gap between the fourth and fifth towers, named the Coup de Sabre, was
sheer and narrow and gave a sensational view to the west where black clouds
were now obscuring Paglia Orba.

We just made it to the fifth and final tower with time for a quick snack
before the heavens opened to the accompaniment of lightning and almost
instantaneous thunder. We had to get off as quickly as possible and selected
a long gully descending to the east. I had just completed a long rappel
when a blinding flash struck us all; Hamish, still on the summit, was bowled
over. The metal figure-of-eight descender in my hand became charged with
electricity. I released it in shock. Had the current travelled down the wet
rope? We were now drenched by the rain and moved on down as fast as we
could. Looking back up, as we reached the lower slopes, the gullies between
each of the Frati, which had previously been dry, were now like Yosemite
waterfalls.

We pushed on down to the valley, getting separated from Peter who had
taken a slightly different route towards the valley's main stream. That would
now be impassable; crossing the various tributaries coming down from the
Frati was exciting enough. We were concerned for Peter's safety. But all
was well. After 2Vz hours the rain stopped and by 7pm five bedraggled
climbers straggled onto the main street of Calasima to face the bemused
stares of villagers who were taking the evening air. They had seen us that
morning in the initial couloir of the first of the Frati and were wondering
how we had weathered the storm.

'Well,' said Hamish, taking off his helmet, climbing harness and soaking
anorak. 'We have turned an adventure into an epic. Do you really think we
should be doing this at our age?'
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